From the desk of
TERRI FIYALKO
Country Homes & Lifestyle Specialist
KEEP YOUR SANITY!... A Buyers' Intro to Short Sales
As our economy adjusts in these times, and unemployment rises while doing so, buyers are apt to see more homes in what we call a
“short sale”. Should you choose to place an offer on a home in this status, there are a few caveats and warnings I’d like to pass on to
help you keep your sanity. The home buying process can be frustrating and stressful under the best of conditions, but a short sale will
test your patience and frustration beyond any normal real estate transaction.
A short sale is a short period before the foreclosure process usually starts for a homebuyer in default on his payments (or if they wish to
sell anyway). This can occur at any time from the first late payment, up until the bank moves to foreclose… generally 4 months after the
collection stage (unless they have made special concessions with the home owner). It’s called a short sale because there is more debt
owed on the home than a sale will bring in the current market (such as 100%+ mortgage, 2nd mortgage, any type of tax or construction
liens, or judgments). Unlike a foreclosure, where the bank takes title via the deed, the homeowner is still the owner of record on the
deed for a short sale. However, in order to consummate a sale, the bank has to agree to accept a loss. These listings will be noted on
our RMLS listing data sheets with a field in the 2nd to bottom section (with the taxes) as “3rd Party”. A short sale will have a “Y” for yes,
and the bank is the interested 3rd party.
Attempting to purchase a short sale home can be like bidding for a home in a closed bid auction… but with no deadline for offer submission. In other words, multiple buyers can place offers on the home over an unspecified length of time. A wise seller can accept them
all… putting each in “back up offer” position in the order he accepts them. They may all be sent on to the bank. The lender then picks
and chooses which one they want to accept…. REGARDLESS OF THE ORDER! At that time, the bank most often chooses to communicate *only* with the buyers who’s offer they have accepted… the rest are likely to be ignored, and you may never know if the bank
even saw your offer… despite your agent’s best intentions.
To complicate the process further, most banks and listing agents choose to leave the homes as “active listing” status until the bank has
responded to “the one”. This means you could have put in an offer weeks ago, and the bank could receive an offer the same day they
may have been about to accept yours… and change their mind, accepting the latest offer. Just like in a closed bid auction, you are not
likely to know the terms and prices of other competing offers for privacy issues. This creates added stress on buyers with the constant
“no word yet” on the offer, and has been known to stretch on for months. Your buyers’ agent cannot speak to the bank direct, and can
only communicate with the listing agent, or with the specialty short sale mitigation company (if the seller entered into an agreement for
such service). If this is your first purchase, the short sale is the most brutal and stressful introduction to the process. So the things to
keep in mind as a general rule:
► Use a promissory note unless the bank demands otherwise. If you submit a check, Oregon law requires that check be deposited in
escrow until the deal is officially rejected by the bank. This ties up personal funds unnecessarily, and banks can be notoriously slow in
providing paperwork to release your funds.
► Stipulate all deadlines for inspections, redemption of promissory note, etc start the calendar or business day after you receive
the WRITTEN acceptance from the bank that your offer has been accepted. Do not trust verbal acceptance.
► Keep a close eye on your lock dates for your loan with your lender. If the bank delays you too long, you may find the rates have
gone up, and you no longer qualify for the same mortgage amount, and risks loss of your earnest money.
► Always have an “end date”. I.e. “closing to be 30 days after bank’s written acceptance, but no later than x date”.
► Make sure to add that you have the option to withdraw your offer any time prior to receiving the bank’s acceptance.
I suggest that buyers continue to shop until they have written acceptance. In the meantime, a better home could show up, and be obtained for far less stress. So go into a short sale ready to be ignored, armed with patience, and hope for the best!
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